
 

A Comparison of Perspectives on Art: China and the West 

 

Picture The Thinker, by Rodin, sharing a frame with The Meditating Bodhisattva(北魏

思维像), from China’s Northern Wei dynasty. It would be hard not to notice how 

drastically different their approaches to thinking are – one thinks under stress with great 

effort, the other thinks with ease and comfort. The former’s concentrating mind projects 

tension upon every inch of muscle he has, most apparently on the calves where veins 

are bulging dangerously, ready to bust. An Oriental or more precisely Chinese observer 

may feel obliged to question: Does thinking have to be such a strenuous endeavour? Is 

this mental pathway of frustration the true path to an answer? Perhaps, it is leading us 

in precisely the opposite direction.  

Now take a look at the latter. The Meditating Bodhisattva is far more “laid-back”. With 

legs casually crossed and head gently resting on a supporting hand, the bodhisattva is 

thinking at ease. In fact, he is transcending the muscular rigidity of this introspective 

process to reach a state of epiphanic joy, expressed through a pronounced smile. Here 

reflected by the two statues’ postures, I could see their corresponding cultures’ 

perspectives on art. 

To elaborate with an example, when Western artists try to illustrate an angel, they 

would almost certainly give it wings as demanded by their solid logic: How can an 

angel fly without them? Chinese or other Oriental artists may solve this differently: 

Why bother with wings? Just paint a patch of cloud for your celestial being to ride on. 

Those who dwell above the clouds are naturally perceived as deities, therefore their 

divinity is better implied.  

Be it portrait, still life or landscape, Western artists always paint with a concrete 

mindset supplemented by a preference to scrutinize a specific fragment of nature. 

Landscape, for instance, are always made realistic in shading and colouring, exact in 

ratios, and are always glass framed to mimic a window revealing that one particular 

patch in a garden.  

Chinese artists have their own distinctive approach to painting landscape and are never 

satisfied with capturing but a shard of nature. They focus on absorbing nature as a whole 

– everything from mountains and rivers to clouds and trees – but not isolating any of 



 

the components. This is exemplified by both gigantic landscape scrolls from Northern 

Song and poem-integrated landscape albums from Southern Song. Chinese art seeks 

wholeness, while Western art pursues fragmentation. These philosophical ideals are 

also reflected by mounting choices – mounted glass frames in the West and hanging 

scrolls in China. 

Westerners likes to scrutinize reality and to dissect everything to their core. The Thinker 

is a typical specimen where Rodin’s artistic expression is rooted in anatomy. Chinese 

prefer to appreciate wholeness, hence the tradition of scroll mounting which allows 

multiple component of nature to all fit into a greater unity. Western Philosophers, such 

as Bacon, propose that man should conquer nature, saying how nature is a sly beast that 

only gives in when shacked and cuffed. In contrast, Chinese philosophers make peace 

with nature. Quotes like “三才者，天地人。” (“There are forces three: the heaven, 

the Earth and the man.”) and “万物皆吾与也。” (“All that exists are my kin.”) are 

all evidence to this unique way of thinking being founded on the belief that our 

relationship with nature should be harmonious, not adversarial. Such philosophical 

disparity results in the two different artistic styles we see. As summarized by Ch'ien 

Mu thought-provokingly: Western philosophy examines by stepping in closer, while 

Chinese philosophy observes by taking a step back. 

The stepping closer way of thinking inevitably confronts nature itself, hence the ensuing 

steps to conquer, to manipulate and to dissect; the stepping back method opens up more 

room, in which one can immerse along with the heaven and the earth, hence the pursuit 

for concord and for unity. For this reason precisely, the Western standard for artists 

focuses only on the perfection of technique, unlike the Chinese ideal where artists must 

also achieve completion of their inner self. “人品不高，用墨无法。” (“An ill 

thinking mind cannot guide an ink-painting hand.”) This quote from Wen Zhengming 

would not be easily accepted in the West – How are the two relatable? 

Unscrupulousness minds may well be skilful at their trades, right? Yet us Chinese are 

strict and absolute with standards for both morality and for proficiency, and that, is how 

unique our understanding is.  

 


